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Abstract: Water injection with an oscillatory pressure boundary is a promising technology, which can
achieve a more economical and environment-friendly EOR (enhanced oil recovery). However, due to
the unclear critical injection frequency, its oil production performance has been unstable and is far
from reaching the optimal level. Here, a numerical model is established for oil recovery by the water
injection with the oscillatory boundary condition to find out the critical frequency for the optimal
EOR. The correlations between the water injection frequency and the EOR level at diverse oil–water
surface tensions and oil viscosities are integrated into the model. Our numerical model reveals that
an optimal EOR of roughly 10% is achieved at the critical water injection frequency compared with
water injection without an oscillatory boundary. The EOR mechanism is revealed showing that upon
water injection with the optimum frequency, the formation of the preferential pathways is inhibited
and the pressure transmits to the wall sides to displace the oil. Moreover, it is indicated that the
required critical frequency increases with higher surface tension and larger oil viscosity. In addition,
the difference between the residual oil saturation at the optimal frequency increases with the increase
in surface tension compared with water injection without an oscillatory boundary. Last but not least,
it is elucidated that at a constant injection frequency, a higher EOR is achieved when the water–oil
surface tension is lower but the oil viscosity is larger. Our work promises economic, eco-friendly and
controllable enhanced oil recovery.

Keywords: enhanced oil recovery (EOR); critical frequency; oscillatory boundary; pore-scale simula-
tion; two-phase flow; cyclic water injection

1. Introduction

Water flooding is an ordinary technique in secondary oil recovery. However, as the
water saturation increases, the enhanced oil recovery (EOR) by water flooding becomes con-
strained. Currently, the water cut of a majority of oil fields in the late stage of water flooding
is over 90%, and even 98% in certain old oil fields, which means that the ordinary water
flooding no longer satisfies the demands of further EOR [1,2]. Therefore, a more efficient
and reliable EOR technique is required. The present adopted techniques for enhanced oil
recovery after water flooding consist of water alternating gas (N2, CO2) flooding, surfactant
injection, micro/nanoparticle injection, polymer injection, microorganism injection and
fracturing development [3–6]. Though higher EOR has been achieved via the enhanced oil
recovery techniques than the water flooding, these techniques required the oil companies to
append the gas compressor investment, update the surface pipe network system and pump
stations and re-consider the compatibility of surfactants, polymers and microorganisms
with the original equipment [7–9]. In addition, the residual surfactants, polymers and
microorganisms in reservoirs after the enhanced oil recovery probably contaminated the
groundwater [10–12]. Meanwhile, the injected micro/nanoparticles plug the reservoir
pores, which is not conducive to the recycling and sustainability of the reservoir for CO2
capture, utilization and underground storage and hydrogen underground storage [13,14].
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Nevertheless, by optimizing the water flooding techniques, it is able to achieve EOR, main-
tain, and even reduce, the investment and operation costs of the oil field, and eliminate the
pollution of groundwater and the destruction of reservoirs simultaneously.

The optimizations of water flooding techniques consist of cycle optimization, location
optimization and water optimization. Cycle optimization was used to constantly alter the
pressure distribution in the reservoir by intermittent water injection and oil recovery to
tune the flow path of the injected water, inhibit the formation of the predominant flow
path, expand the displacing area of the injected water and achieve EOR [15,16]. The
location optimization is divided into layer-based water injection vertically and the well
pattern infill horizontally. Layer-based water injection was used to put a packer in the
injection well to redistribute the injected water to ensure a higher flux of injected water
with higher pressure flooded the low-permeability layer to achieve a better EOR [17,18].
Well pattern infill was used to increase the number of wells to expand the displacing
area of water injection and enhance the oil recovery. The water optimization aims to
optimize the physical parameters of the injected fluid, such as the non-Newtonian property,
viscoelasticity and wettability [19–21]. Compared with location and water optimization,
cycle optimization reduced the oil field investment and shortened the development period,
which was an economical, practicable and no extra time costing scenario of water injection
optimization [22–25].

Water injection under oscillatory boundary conditions, called cyclic water injection
(CWI) as well, has been broadly applied to oil fields as one of the cycle optimization
techniques and investigated by experimental and numerical methods. Surguchev et al. [26]
claimed that CWI was a zero-cost EOR technique. They established a CWI model and
applied the model to the Heidrun Field. They solved the model numerically and predicted
the EOR of the field in 5 years ranging from 3% to 8%. Stirpe et al. [27] constructed a
three-dimension black oil model by using the parameters extracted from the Lagocinco
Field. They used the model to calculate and predict the EOR performance for diverse
cycles, pressure and well spacing by adopting the CWI. They achieved the optimal EOR
of 5.1% with a 3-month cycle, an injection–stop ratio of 1:3, a pressure of 4017 psi and
short well spacing. Meng et al. [28] investigated the feasibility of EOR in low-permeability
reservoirs by adopting CWI by performing the core flooding experiments and the numerical
simulations (CMG). They revealed that the EOR of the low-permeability reservoir was
significant by using CWI, reaching 20%. Sun et al. [29] designed an algorithm to optimize
the injection–stop ratio of the CWI, and applied the optimal CWI to achieve a 6.8% EOR.
Kulathu et al. [13] comprehensively considered the effects of CWI and water salinity on
EOR. They achieved a 33.9% higher EOR than without CWI and a ppm water salinity by
adopting the CWI and a 5500 ppm water salinity.

Although the reliability of the CWI on EOR has been proved by core flooding experi-
ments, field development and numerical simulations, the EOR performances reported by
the researchers vary from 3% to 20%, indicating that diverse frequencies trigger various
EOR effects. Moreover, few studies have found a critical frequency for the optimal EOR
by CWI from a pore-scale perspective; therefore, the correlation between the frequency of
water injection and the EOR is still to be revealed [30,31]. In addition, for operability, the
field site generally sets the water injection frequency constant based on the engineering
experience, rather than the critical frequency of the optimal EOR at the present residual oil
saturation. Moreover, the affecting factors on the critical frequency of the optimal EOR are
unclarified. Even though at the same residual oil saturation, the critical frequency varies as
the surface tension between oil and water and oil viscosity alters [32,33].

To achieve a more economical, and a more environment-friendly and optimal EOR,
an innovative model is established to figure out the critical frequency of water injection
under oscillatory boundary conditions and clarify correlations between the water injection
frequency and the EOR level with a diverse oil–water surface tension and oil viscosity.
In Section 2, the model is theoretically derived and the conditions and hypotheses are
described. In Section 3, the OpenFOAM platform for solving the model is validated via the
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case of displacing a non-wetting droplet in a pore-throat channel by cyclic water injection.
In Section 4, the critical frequency of EOR by water injection with the oscillatory boundary
condition is clarified, and the relationship between frequency and residual oil saturation
under different conditions is elucidated by changing the surface tension and the viscosity
of the oil. The concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.

2. Model and Methodology
2.1. Problem Description

Two-dimensional micromodel numerical simulations are performed to investigate
the EOR by adopting cyclic water injection. Though the pore structures in actual oil fields
are heterogeneous, to focus on the relations between EOR and the frequency (Figure 1)
regardless of the pore heterogeneity, the micromodels with a homogeneous pattern are
designed. The micromodels consist of an inlet buffer, a porous region and an outlet buffer
in order, where microcylinders are placed aligned in the width direction and staggered
in the length direction in the porous region (Figure 1). A whole micromodel is 590 µm in
length Lt and 185 µm in width W. The inlet buffer has a length of 50 µm, and the outlet
buffer has a length of 100 µm. The porous region is 440 µm in length Lm. The diameter of
the microcylinders D in the porous region is 40 µm. The water density ρw is 1000 kg/m3

and the water viscosity µw is 1 mPa·s. The number of grids in the three directions of x, y,
and z is 590 × 185 × 1.
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Figure 1. The schematics of the simulation for the cyclic water injection stimulated two-phase
displacements in porous media. The computational domain and initial fluid distributions.

Initially, the porous region is saturated with oil (the yellow region in Figure 1), while
the inlet buffer and the outlet buffer are filled with water (the blue region in Figure 1). The
left boundary of the inlet buffer is set as the water inlet with pressure boundary condition,
and the right boundary of the outlet buffer is set as the water and oil outlet with zero
pressure (Figure 1). Other boundaries of the micromodel are set as the wall. First the water
is injected into the micromodel with no frequency. The water injection is unstopped until
the oil saturation in the porous region no longer alters and the residual oil saturation is
recorded. Afterward, the porous region with oil and injected with water with a frequency
f is re-saturated. After the same duration of ordinary water injection, the cyclic water
injection is stopped and the residual oil saturation is recorded. By comparing the residual
oil saturations from ordinary water injection and cyclic water injection, the EOR achieved
by cyclic water injection is obtained.

Furthermore, the oil saturation and water injection with oscillation with altered fre-
quency are replicated to find out the critical frequency at the optimal EOR. After obtaining
the critical frequency, the cyclic water injection experiments are repeated by altering the
surface tension between water and oil and the oil viscosity, to investigate how they affect
the critical frequency.
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2.2. Mathematical Models

The oil recovery by cyclic water injection is governed by the continuity Equation (1)
and the Navier–Stokes Equation (2):

∇·(ρu) = 0 (1)

∂(ρu)
∂t

+∇·(ρu·u) = −∇P +∇·(µ∇u) + Fs (2)

where u is velocity, m/s; P is pressure, Pa; ρ is density, kg/m3; µ is viscosity, Pa·s; ∇ is the
Hamiltonian operator; Fs is the continuous surface force (CSF) applied on the interface [34],

Fs = γκn (3)

where γ is the surface tension, N/m; κ is the curvature of the interface, m−1; n is the normal
vector of the interface.

To capture the interface, the VOF model [35] is adopted:

∂αi

∂t
+ u·∇αi = 0 (4)

where α is the volume fraction in a mesh grid; the subscript i represents the ith phase. The
volume fraction of each phase sums 1, where ∑αi = 1. In addition, the volume fraction of
phase i values from 0 to 1:

αi =


0 No phase i in the mesh grid

0 < αi < 1 The mesh is partly filled with phase i
1 The mesh is filled with phase i

(5)

The parameters in the mesh are determined by their averages according to the volume
fractions:

ρ = ∑αiρi (6)

µ = ∑αiµi (7)

The inlet pressure Pin(t) is described as:

Pin(t) = PA[sin(2π f t)] + Pre f (8)

where PA is the amplitude of the inlet pressure, Pa; f is the frequency of the cyclic injection,
Hz; Pre f is the reference pressure, Pa. The outlet pressure is constantly set to 0 Pa.

Gravity is not considered in the model. The wall boundary condition is no slip.

2.3. Numerical Scheme

The geometric reconstruction is applied to the interface, and the second-order implicit
method is adopted for the discretization of the time derivative when simultaneously solving
the Equations (1), (2) and (4). Detailed numerical configurations can be found in previous
researches [36,37]. Equations (1)–(8) are numerically solved in the OpenFOAM platform,
and the finite volume method [38] is used in OpenFOAM. The finite volume method was
based on the integral form of the conservation laws, rather than their differential form
which led to more accuracy/stability, especially for sharp gradients inside a domain, which
was also called the shock-capturing property.

Specifically, the frequency f of the cyclic water injection is altered to find out the
effect on the EOR. Furthermore, the effects of the frequency f on the EOR at diverse
oil–water surface tension γ and oil viscosity µo are investigated. The detailed parameter
configurations are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. The frequency of various conditions.

Parameters (Unit) Baseline Value Discussed Value

The interfacial tension γ (N/m) 0.02 0.01, 0.03
The viscosity of the oil µo (Pa·s) 0.01 0.005, 0.015

The frequency f (HZ) 0 50, 80, 100, 120, 150, 200

3. Model Benchmark
3.1. Problem Definition

The accuracy of our numerical framework is verified by the squeezing of a single
non-wetting liquid drop driven by wave water injection through a pore-throat channel.
The structure schematic and initial phase distribution of the model are shown in Figure 2,
where the region of yellow is the trapped droplet and the other is the water. The pipe wall
profile is determined by the following formula

F(x) =


Rmax , Lin < x < −L

Rmin

[
Rmax
Rmin

+
(

1− Rmax
Rmin

)(
1 + cos(π x

L )
)
] , −L < x < L

Rmax , L < x < Lout

(9)

where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum pore radius and the throat radius, respectively; Lin
and Lout are the channel’s inlet and outlet positions, respectively; 2L is the total length of
the sinusoidal part of the channel.
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Beresnev et al. [39,40] found that trapped droplets can only be released when the
pressure difference between the inlet and outlet reaches the “unplugging” threshold ∆PA,t,
and the threshold value is proportional to the imposed frequency f . Deng et al. [37]
developed a new theoretical model that described the response of two-phase flow to
oscillatory forcing created by a seismic wave passing a porous medium. The model was
used to determine at which seismic wave amplitude, for a given frequency, the droplet
became dislodged. This theoretical relationship can be found in [41] by solving the force
balance Equation (10) below

ρo
d
dt

∫
V

UdV = Fx + Pin,re f − Pout,re f − ∆Pc + F
(

∆PA
Lout − Lin

, f
)

(10)

where ρ o is the density of the trapped oil droplet, and U is the mean velocity of the trapped
oil droplet, on the left side of the equation is the momentum integral term of the trapped
oil droplet; Fx is the viscous drag force; Pin,re f denotes the reference inlet pressure, Pout,re f is
the reference outlet pressure, which is fixed at 0 Pa; ∆Pc is the capillary resistance that has
a maximum value of ∆Pc,m = 2γ

(
1

Rmin
− 1

Rmax

)
when the droplet front meniscus reaches

the narrowest throat position; F
(

∆PA
Lout−Lin

, f
)

is the external oscillatory force to generate

the elastic wave determined by the imposed pressure gradient ∆PA
Lout−Lin

and frequency f ;
Lout − Lin is the total span from inlet to outlet.
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Add oscillatory pressure at the inlet with a fixed pressure value of Pin,re f , which can
be expressed as ∆Pin(t), and the total pressure at the single-channel inlet Pin_s(t) is the sum
of them

Pin_s(t) = Pin,re f + ∆Pin(t) = Pin,re f + ∆PA sin(2π f t) (11)

As shown in Figure 2, the oil droplet is located on the left side of the throat channel,
and the front position δ f of the oil droplet is −0.5 mm, the tail position δt of the oil droplet
is −15 mm, and the total length l of the oil droplet is 14.5 mm at the initial moment. Other
parameter values can be found in Table 2. The maximum capillary resistance ∆Pc,m is
tested by varying the inlet reference pressure Pin,re f , and taking its critical value of when
the droplet is squeezed through. Given these conditions, ∆Pc,m is found at around 140 Pa
in this model. Then Pin,re f is fixed to 135 Pa and added oscillation ∆Pin(t) with different
frequency f to drive and release the oil droplet. At the same time, the relationship between
the threshold value of the oscillation amplitude ∆PA,t and the frequency f is explored,
where the threshold value of the oscillation amplitude ∆PA,t represents the corresponding
oscillation amplitude when the trapped droplet can be released just by changing the
amplitude of the oscillation at a certain frequency.

Table 2. Geometric parameters and flow properties used in simulations.

Parameters (Unit) Value

The minimum radius of the throat Rmin (mm) 0.5
The maximum radius of the pore Rmax (mm) 2

The inlet position Lin (mm) −20
The outlet position Lout (mm) 20

The length of the sinusoidal part of the channel 2L (mm) 20
The density of the wetting phase ρw (kg/m3) 1000
The viscosity of the wetting phase µw (Pa·s) 0.001

The droplet density ρo (kg/m3) 1000
The droplet viscosity µo (Pa·s) 0.01

The interfacial tension σ (N/m) 0.05
The static contact angle θ (◦) 0

3.2. Simulation Results

The results show that by changing the frequency f of the additional oscillation ∆Pin(t),
the threshold ∆PA,t of the oscillation amplitude required for the final successful release of
the trapped droplet will also change. The result is shown in Figure 3; the general rule is
that the threshold value ∆PA,t of the oscillation amplitude increases with the increase in
frequency f . This result is in good agreement with the theoretical solution obtained from
the theoretical model established by Deng et al. [41], thus verifying the correctness of our
numerical framework.
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Figure 3. The threshold pressure difference ∆PA,t required for the elastic wave to successfully squeeze
droplets under different frequencies: comparisons between the simulation results and theoretical
predictions by Deng et al. [41].

4. Results and Discussion

This work focus on the influence of wave parameters and oil–water physical parame-
ters on enhancing oil recovery, including wave frequency f , the interfacial tension between
oil and water γ and the dynamic viscosity of oil µo. Through a series of parameter discus-
sions, it is found that the frequency of the wave has an optimal value, and the residual oil
saturation in porous media will be significantly reduced at this frequency. For different
physical parameters of oil and water, there are corresponding optimum frequencies. The
results show that the optimum frequency increases with the increases in the interfacial
tension γ between oil and water, and increases with the increase in the dynamic viscosity
of oil µo.

4.1. The Critical Frequency

The relationship between frequency f and residual oil saturation revealed from the
model is shown in Figure 4. Upon water injection without an oscillatory boundary (repre-
sented by 0 Hz in Figure 4a), a 37% residual oil is observed. As the injection frequency is
increased, the residual oil continuously decreases with the decrease rate slowing down. At
the frequency of 100 Hz, the lowest residual oil value of 28% is observed. As the injection
frequency increases, the residual oils rebound and reach the same residual oil saturation
observed at the water injection without an oscillatory boundary at the frequency of approx-
imately 200 Hz. Therefore, an optimum injection frequency, 100 Hz, is revealed via the
numerical model for enhanced oil recovery. At the optimum injection frequency, the oil
recovery is enhanced by 9% compared with that upon the water injection without an oscil-
latory boundary, which is consistent with the highest EOR obtained from a conventional
reservoir reported in the literature [26,27,29].
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The oil/water distributions at the end time of 0, 100, and 200 Hz are shown in Figure 4b.
The mechanisms of EOR by an optimum injection frequency are further interpreted accord-
ing to the oil/water distribution. Upon water injection without an oscillatory boundary
(0 Hz), due to the continuous water injection and pressure transmission in the porous
media, preferential pathways are formed. Therefore, the injected water prefers to escape
instead of displacing the oil residues on the walls. Upon water injection with the optimum
frequency (100 Hz), the formation of the preferential pathways is inhibited since the pres-
sure is intermittently transmitted into the porous media. In particular, at the increase stage
of the injection cycle, the pressure transmits forward to displace the oil in the middle porous
media. At the decrease stage of the injection cycle, the pressure in the inlet is lower than
that inside the porous media; hence, the pressure transmits to the wall sides to displace the
oil. Therefore, the residual oil attached to the walls is successfully recovered. Upon water
injection with a frequency higher than the optimum one (200 Hz), the increase stage of the
injection cycle is too short to displace the oil forward. At the decrease stage of the injection
cycle, the oil is accumulated to be clusters and residues in the porous media.

4.2. The Effect of Interfacial Tension

It is indicated that the required critical frequency increases with a higher surface
tension (Figure 5). As the water–oil surface tension γ is increased from 0.01 to 0.03 N/m,
the optimum frequency for EOR by water injection with an oscillatory boundary increases
from 80 to 120 Hz. Moreover, at a low water–oil surface tension, the residual oil saturation
varies slightly as the injection frequency increases. As the water–oil surface tension is
raised, the residual oil saturation varies significantly with the variation in the injection
frequency.
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In addition, it is revealed that at a constant injection frequency, a higher EOR is
achieved as the water–oil surface tension is lower. This phenomenon is interpreted by
the formula of capillary pressure. According to the Young–Laplace equation, the capil-
lary pressure of the two-phase interface at the upstream and downstream of the trapped
droplet is:

Pcu =
2γ

Ru
(12)

Pcd =
2γ

Rd
(13)

where the Pcu and the Pcd are the capillary pressures of the upstream and the downstream
of the trapped oil droplet, respectively, and the Ru and the Rd represent the radiuses of
the curvatures of the upstream and downstream meniscus, respectively. The capillary
pressure difference between the upstream and the downstream of the trapped oil droplet is
shown by:

∆P = 2γ

(
1

Ru
− 1

Rd

)
(14)

According to the Young–Laplace equation, the capillary pressure difference of a
trapped oil droplet is determined by the interface tension γ and the radiuses of the curva-
tures Ru and Rd of the meniscus. As shown in Figure 6, it is assumed that the three-phase
contact points of the oil drop are fixed; that is, when the radiuses of the curvatures are
fixed, the greater the interfacial tension γ, and the greater the capillary pressure difference
between the upstream and the downstream. Then the required force to release the trapped
oil droplet increases. Therefore, the greater the interfacial tension, the greater the remaining
oil saturation at the same frequency.
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4.3. The Effect of Viscosity of Oil

It is demonstrated that the required critical frequency increases with a larger oil
viscosity (Figure 7). As the oil viscosity is raised from 5 to 15 mPa s, the optimum frequency
for the EOR by water injection with an oscillatory boundary increases from 80 to 100 Hz.
Notably, the most significant variation in the residual oil saturation is observed at the oil
viscosity of 10 mPa s instead of 5 or 15 mPa s, which is worth further investigation.
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In addition, the residual oil saturation at the same frequency increases with the increase
in the viscosity of oil µo. This may be different from the law in the actual rock stratum,
mainly because many factors such as the porosity, rock stratum homogeneity, and viscosity
difference between oil and water need to be considered in the actual rock stratum. However,
in this model, when the pore structure and homogeneity are consistent, the smaller the
viscosity difference between the oil and water is, the easier it is to form a dominant channel
after water injection, which will lead to faster water breakthrough and more residual
oil saturation.

5. Conclusions

Water injection with an oscillatory boundary is an economical and eco-friendly tech-
nique for enhanced oil recovery (EOR); however, the critical frequency under diverse
development conditions remains unclear. At first, a 2D numerical model of oil recovery
by cyclic water injection in porous media is established to investigate the correlation be-
tween the frequency and the residual oil saturation and solve the model in the OpenFOAM
platform. In addition, the OpenFOAM platform is validated via the problem of displacing
a non-wetting droplet in a pore-throat channel by cyclic water injection. The relationship
between frequency and residual oil saturation under different conditions is studied by
changing the surface tension between oil and water and the viscosity of oil.

It is revealed that an optimal EOR of roughly 10% is achieved at the critical water
injection frequency compared with water injection without an oscillatory boundary. The
mechanisms of EOR by an optimum injection frequency are further interpreted according
to the oil/water distribution. Upon water injection without an oscillatory boundary (0 HZ),
due to the continuous water injection and pressure transmission in the porous media,
preferential pathways are formed. Therefore, the injected water prefers to escape instead of
displacing the oil residues on the walls. Upon water injection with the optimum frequency
(100 Hz), the formation of the preferential path ways is inhibited since the pressure is inter-
mittently transmitted into the porous media. Upon water injection with a frequency higher
than the optimum one (200 Hz), the oil is accumulated to be clusters and residues in the
porous media by the overhigh injection frequency. The required critical frequency increases
with higher surface tension and larger oil viscosity is demonstrated. It is discovered that
at a constant injection frequency, a higher EOR is achieved when the water–oil surface
tension is lower but the oil viscosity is larger. The Young–Laplace equation and capillary
pressure are used to explain the differences in residual oil saturation caused by different
surface tensions. According to the rule of water breakthrough time and the homogeneity of
porous media, it is interpreted that the residual oil saturation is different under different
oil viscosities. The difference between the residual oil saturation at the optimal frequency
increases with the increase in surface tension compared with water injection without an
oscillatory boundary. Our work promises a more economic, eco-friendly and controllable
enhanced oil recovery.
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